Blackwood Classic 250
Race Director: Alan Bijl
THE WINNERS!

Race Report:
The 2017 Blackwood Classic 250 was met with some welcome and widespread rain in the lead up which bought the river level up
to near perfect race conditions. 24 boats congregated on the bank in Bridgetown to commence the race. Grids were standard,
super standard then sports with reverse start order from places gained in the Avon Descent.
This year also saw the inaugural A Grade Glass and Aluminium Super Sprint with each day including a “special stage” section and
the winner having the best combined time over the 3 days. The racers all agreed that it was great to have another point of
interest to the race. The super sprint leads changed a number of times within the classes with the winners not necessarily being
the outright leaders on any given day.
Day 1 had the usual challenges of the Bridgetown rapids bringing quite a few racers unstuck. There were a number of
withdrawals from damage sustained in the first 10km of the event. New comers in 165 got a tough introduction to the perils of
logs and flowing water with their boat getting completely stuck under a log until a rescue team was able to come and dislodge it
some 6hrs later.
Results after day 1 had the Valley kings Matt and Jake 167 leading sports, Pete and Shaun 113 leading Super Standard and Kris
and Steve 190 leading the standard class. The AGGA super sprint leg was lead by 144 in sports, 139 in super standard and 172 in
standard. The super sprint margins were tight so it will be watched and battled for with keen interest over the coming days.
The usual under bridge repairs at the overnight camp in Nannup saw some touch ups and major repair works in preparation for
day 2. The water level came up significantly overnight greeting the racers to easier conditions, putting some of the day 2 logs just
that bit further into the water and allowing a fairly clean run to Sues Bridge. Other than a quick riverside crew change for 244 all
teams made it through the day 2 finish with minimal repairs required for the last charge to Augusta for day 3.
Day 2 honours were taken by Turbo and Wayne 187 sports, and 113 and 190 in super standard and standard class respectively
increasing their day 1 leads at the Sues Bridge day 2 stop. A reshuffle of the super sprint standings saw Watto 158 set a blistering
time in sports to Jalbarragup bridge and probably would have taken day 2 honours had it not been for a little fuel related cough
within sight of the finish. 113 put in a clean run to open up a 2 minute gap as did 190 opening up 1.5 minutes over 172.
The level for day 3 saw everyone putting on their fast props for the drag race home. Boats were sent off in reverse grid based on
outright time and the good water provided a nice easy run to the open water towards Augusta. Earlier forecasts of steady wind
exceeding 50kph wasn't quite as bad as expected approaching the mouth of the river as tired and weary crews had Augusta in
sight. All boats that started making it to the Augusta jetty to mark the end of the Classic for another year.
Outright honours were taken by boat 167 in sports class followed by 007 and 144 rounding out the podium. Super standard class
was convincingly won by 113 over 139 and 156. The standard class saw 190 hold a healthy lead at the finish over 172 and 134.
The super sprint stage saw 144 really put their head down to claim the honours by 16 seconds in the cumulative sprint stages
over 007 and only another 12 seconds behind was 167.
The super standard class saw a different winner of the stage each day but the consistency of 113 had them the victors over 139
and 244 with less than 3 mins separating the trio.
190 took out the sprint trophy in the standard class with constant times over the 3 days. 029 and 172 rounded out the podium.
First novice entrant over the line was boat 184 of Jon and Wes completing their first Classic in style, well done lads. Boat 156 “it's
all in the timing” Team was the best presented entry and Petes Marvel superhero 113 boat gained the best themed prize. Well
done on some great looking boats entering the increasingly popular themed category.
Big thanks has to go to the West Coast Car Club for providing the timing and checkpoint logistics and recovery for the weekend.
They did a great job of keeping track of the sector times for the super sprint stages as well as making sure all the craft were safely
through each checkpoint.
The Busselton HASH running club provided much needed burgers, hot dogs and refreshments at the Sues Bridge finish line after
day 2. I believe they totally sold out of food so thanks to the members for supporting the service.
As always thanks to the Sunshine and his committee for ensuring permits and approvals are all sorted out prior to the event and
ensuring that it all goes ahead smoothly. Thanks to Darren and Kylie Green for entries, pre race rego and scrutineering. Thanks to
Troy Rowe and Nick Uyen for driving HMAS Recovery and a big shoutout to Amy Pascoe for keeping the kids sugared up and
entertained with the kids activities at the overnight stops at the caravan park. Congrats to Alan Bijl for directing another
successful Blackwood Classic 250.
As the PDRC we'd like to thank everyone involved in the biggest club run event of the calendar and for making it another great
weekend. Start getting your teams and themes together for 2018. It would be great to see some more entries on the water for
what is a great and relaxed vibe away with friends and family.
Catch you all at the Outback Regatta!!
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Championship Points
Members note: Please ensure that the points
allocation field is completed correctly on entry
forms so that championship points are allocated
correct to class

Please note:
• Bookings are being taken and tables are available in 8 or 10. By making early
payment by the AGM (13th November) you will receive 10 dinghy dollars to
spend at the ball.
• We will also be unveiling the Ian Williamson memorial plaque at the club
rooms between 5:30-6pm prior to the commencement of dinner.
• Pre dinner drinks at 6pm then The Commodores Ball will commence at 7pm
with a sit down alternate drop meal. Anyone with dietary requirements
please contact a committee member or make note when booking ticket.
• DOOR PRIZE!! 2 x 2018 full club memberships PLUS 2018 season boat
insurance- value $900

